Abstract-The key of fast identification algorithm of time-varying modal parameter based on subspace tracking is to find efficient and fast subspace-tracking algorithm. This paper presents a modified version of NIC(Novel Information Criterion) adopted in two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking, which is applied in time-varying modal parameter identification algorithm based on subspace tracking and get a new time-varying modal parameter identification algorithm. Comparing with the original subspace-tracking algorithm, there is no need to set a key control parameter in advance. Simulation experiments show that new time-varying modal parameter identification algorithm has a faster convergence in the initial period and a real experiment under laboratory conditions confirms further its validity of the time-varying modal identification algorithm presented in this paper.
Introduction
Linear time-varying (LTV) structures are widely existed in the field of aerospace, mechanics and transportation, such as expending of solar panels and mechanical arms and high-speed train [1] . For linear timeinvariable(LTI) system, measuring and analyzing techniques of modal parameters have reached a mature development. However the conventional concepts of modal parameters are out of invalidation for LTV. By adopting definition of modal parameters in LTI and using "time frozen" technique, the concept of "pseudo model parameters" [2, 3] is proposed. Liu [4, 5] extended identification algorithms of modal parameters based on subspace in LTV. The procedure of modal parameter identification algorithm based on subspace is that: first extract signal subspace by applying input/output timeserials, then estimate system matrix, finally obtain timevarying modal parameters by modal theory. Yu [6] solved time-varying modal parameter identification of moving mass/simple-supported beam by using modal parameter identification algorithm based on subspace of ensemble data [2] . Pang [7] got a new version of the algorithm based on subspace of ensemble data by replacing input matrix with generalized observability matrix and applying orthogonality of singular matrix, whose compute load and noise immunity are both better than that of the original one. But the above-mentioned methods are is not suitable for tracking modal parameters for large compute load and memory space. So identification algorithms based on recursive subspace derived from batch subspace method [8] takes the advantage in on-line modal parameter identification. F. Tasker et. al [9, 10] proposed on-line identification algorithm of time-varying modal parameters using TQR-SVD [11] for tracking signal subspace. Wu [12] obtained a new on-line algorithm by introducing FAST(Fast Approximate Subspace Tracking) and applied in time-varying modal parameter identification of three-link system. Verhaegen and Yu [13] developed a class of subspace model identification algorithms to identify periodically and arbitrarily timevarying system using a single input-output data batch, which was different from the algorithm referred in Ref. [2] and [7] . Oku and Kimura [14] proposed recursive 4SID algorithms based on gradient type subspace tracking. Pang et. al [15, 16] got a fast identification algorithm of time-varying modal parameters by introducing PAST [17] (Projection Approximation Subspace Tracking) and applied in two-link system and moving mass/simplesupported beam system. The key of algorithms based on subspace tracking is to find an efficient and fast algorithm for subspace tracking. The signal subspace obtained by PAST converges asymptotically to the orthogonal subspace, by introducing orthogonal method OPAST [18] is obtained. Otherwise by deflation technique of PCA(Principal Component Analysis), PASTd [17, 19] is derived. Similarly, signal subspace obtained by PASTd has a strong lose of orthogonality, by introducing orthogonal method Gram-Schmit for incorporating 1/2 ( ) Fast Time-varying modal parameter identification algorithm based on two-layer linear neural network 17 learning for subspace tracking characteristic of PASTd, a modified PASTd [20] is obtained. PAST can be viewed as a classical power iteration method. Comparing with PAST, NPI [21, 22] (Natural Power Iteration) has a faster convergence speed and ensures orthogonality of subspace vectors without compute load increasing. In both PAST and NPI, is used in the process of algorithm derivation, so they are only suitable for tracking slow subspace. Different from PAST and NPI, API [23] (Approximated Power Iteration) can track rapid subspace and apply updating data in both infinite exponential window and finite moving exponential window. Different from PAST in cost function, NIC [24, 25] (Novel Information Criterion) is proposed, adopting in two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking.
By introducing orthogonal method, a modified version is obtained named FONIC [26] . Constructing Hankel matrix by input/output vectors respectively, we have:
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is the generalized observability matrix, we have:
can be used to extract left-singular matrix
By (4), we have: λ . In general, natural frequency and damping ratio are included in modal parameters. Here in this paper we focus on time-varying frequency identification.
3. Pre-treatment on the updating input/output data From the second part, evidently each step eigendecomposition on costs a large memory space and computation load. Otherwise there is no need to evaluate and do eigen-decomposition on for extracting its eigen-matrix in the timevarying modal parameter identification algorithm based on subspace tracking. By adopting recursive form of updating input/output data, principle subspace tracking algorithm can be applied and then fast identification of time-varying modal parameter is achieved. Updating the input and output Hankel matrix, we have:
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By lemma of matrix inverse
We have: 4. Time-varying modal parameter identification algorithm based on neural network learning After getting the recursive form of updating input/output data, the key of fast identification of timevarying modal parameters is efficient and fast algorithm for subspace tracking. The following is to state the algorithm based on linear two-layer neural network for subspace tracking.
The cost function [23, 24] is chosen as:
Where is the signal subspace at instant. 
( ) tr
By partial differential of matrix trace, we have:
Further we have: 
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, we have:
Where denotes Frobenius norm of matrix. According to the modified version mentioned above, we get the algorithm block based on two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking showed in Fig.1 . Further we get the fast identification algorithm of time-varying modal parameters.
Further construct the system matrix by ,
repeating (6), (7) and (8) for extracting time-varying modal parameters. The whole procedure of the timevarying modal parameter identification algorithm based on two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking is showed as follows: [27] , we have: (20) and (21) , we have: The identification results of time-varying modal parameter identification algorithms based on different subspace tracking methods, such as the original NIC, the modified NIC presented in this paper and FONIC, are showed in Fig. 4 and 5. The output data incorporates stochastic white noise of signal-noise ratio SNR=43db. By Fig.3 and Equation (22) , its natural frequencies of the moving distributed mass-cantilever structure change along with time. In Fig.4 , the real blue curve denotes theoretic results for reference, with the red dash curve denoting identification results obtained by applying time-varying modal parameter identification algorithm based on modified NIC,which is adopted in two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking and the black dot curve denoting identification results obtained by using time-varying modal identification algorithm based on FONIC. As is shown in Fig.4 , timevarying modal identification algorithm based on modified NIC has an equivalent performance with that based on FONIC. Otherwise due to adopting orthogonal method in FONIC for subspace tracking, its computation load is greater than that of modified NIC. As is showed in Fig.5 , all of the three time-varying modal parameter identification algorithms based on different subspace tracking method have a good tolerance of noise. Showed In Fig.5 , evidently the time-varying modal parameter algorithm based on modified NIC, which is adopted in two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking, has a faster convergence speed in the initial period.
To test its performance of the time-varying modal parameter identification algorithm based on two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking, a experiment of cantilever beam with removable mass is designed. Such an experiment is divided into three parts. First test its natural frequencies of cantilever beam with removable mass on it by applying conventional modal analysis method, such as Power Spectrum Density Analysis. Second repeat the first part on cantilever beam without removable mass on it. Third sample its vibration response data in the form of acceleration excited by shock and remove abruptly the moveable mass in the data sampling procedure. Do data processing by using the time-varying modal parameter identification algorithm based on two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking presented in this paper. The experiment equipment is showed in Fig.6 . There are two piezoelectric accelerometers, a cantilever beam, a removable mass, a hammer used as plus excitation, a set of data collecting system named DASP V10 showed in Fig.6 and data processing system ,mainly a set of modal analysis software and corresponding hardware, doesn't be showed in Fig.6 . In Fig.7 and 8 , the blue real curve denotes the identification results with the red dash curve denoting the testing value for reference. In Fig.7 the first-order natural frequency changes from 7.53Hz to 8.65Hz and in Fig.8 the second-order natural frequency changes from 42.1Hz to 54.1Hz. Evidently we can foresee change of natural frequencies in the third part of the designed experiment. And identification results showed in Fig. 7 and 8 just coincide with what we test, which confirms its performance of the time-varying modal parameter identification algorithm based on two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking presented in this paper.
Conclusion
The key of fast identification algorithm of timevarying modal parameters is to find efficient and fast signal subspace tracking algorithms. This paper applies the modified NIC adopted in two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking to achieve fast identification algorithm of time-varying modal parameters. For the modified version of NIC, using in two-layer linear neural network learning for subspace tracking, there is no need to set an important factor in advance and has a faster convergence speed in the initial period demonstrated by simulation experiment results. And real experiment under laboratory conditions confirms its validity of the time-varying modal parameter identification algorithm presented in this paper in extracting time-varying modal parameters.
